
C. INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 
 
I. Administrative fee: 

referred to in rule 37 (1) and 37(2)  
(1) Fee referred to in rule 37 (1)- 
(ICADR acts as appointing authority and administrator). 
 
 

Amount in dispute 
(in US dollars) 

 
(i) where  the   total  amount   in dispute  

does  not   exceed  $ 50,000 
 
(ii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $50,000 but does not exceed 
$1,75,000 

 
(iii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $1,75,000 but does not 
exceed $5,00,000 

 
(iv)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $5,00,000 but does not 
exceed $10,00,000 

 
(v)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $10,00,000 but does not 
exceed $20,00,000 

 
(vi)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $20,00,000 but does not 
exceed $50,00,000 

 
(vii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $50,00,000 

 Amount of fee  
(in US dollars) 

 
$ 1,500 
 
 
$1,500 plus 3 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$50,000 
 
$5,250 plus 2 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$1,75,000  
 
$11,750 plus 1 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$5,00,000 
 
$16,750 plus 0.5 per cent. of the amount 
by which the total amount in dispute 
exceeds $10,00,000. 
 
$21,750 plus 0.25 per cent. of the amount 
by which the total amount in dispute 
exceeds $20,00,000 
 
$29250 plus 0.125 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount in 
dispute exceeds $50,00,000 with a ceiling 
of $35,000. 

 
Note:Where dispute cannot be expressed in terms of money, the Secretary-General 

shall determine the amount of administrative fees, in his discretion, in each 
case. 

 
(1) Non-refundable fee referred to in rule 37(2) 
  (ICADR acts only as appointing authority) 

US $ 1000 



 
 
 
 
 
II. Arbitrator's fee 

referred to in rule 28 
 

Amount in dispute  
(in US dollars) 

 
(i) where the total amount in dispute 

does not exceed $50,000 
 
(ii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $50,000 but does not 
exceed $1,75,000 

 
(iii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $ 1,75,000 but does not 
exceed $5,00,000 

 
(iv)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $ 5,00,000 but does not 
exceed $10,00,000 

 
(v)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $10,00,000 but does not 
exceed $20,00,000 

 
(vi)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $20,00,000 but does not 
exceed $50,00,000 

 
(vii)where the total amount in dispute 

exceeds $50,00,000 

 Amount of fee  
for one arbitrator (in US dollars) 

 
$3,000 
 
 
$3,000 plus 5 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$50,000 
 
$9,250 plus 4 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$1,75,000  
 
$22,250 plus 3 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$5,00,000 
 
$37,250 plus 2 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$10,00,000 
 
$57,250 plus 1 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$20,00,000 
 
$87,250 plus 0.5 per cent. of the amount by 
which the total amount in dispute exceeds 
$50,00,000 with a ceiling of $ 1,00,000 
 

 
Note:Where the dispute cannot be expressed in terms of money, the arbitral tribunal shall 

determine the amount of fee in each case. 
 

III.  Charges for facilities  
        referred to in rule 36 (6) 



US$ 350 for one day or part thereof plus $50 Wi-fi charges for two hours 
(optional), plus $50 Documentation Camera charges for two hours (optional) plus 
$100 Stenographic service charges (optional). 

 
Note:Where the facilities are provided in a place other than in ICADR's offices, the 

charges will be determined in each case and billed separately.] 



C. INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONCILIATION 
 
I. Administrative fee: 

referred to in rule 26 (1) and 26(2)  
(1) Fee referred to in rule 26 (1)- 

(ICADR acts as appointing authority and administrator). 
 

Amount in dispute 
(in US dollars) 

 
(i) where  the   total  amount   in 

dispute   does  not   exceed  
$ 50,000 

 
(ii)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $50,000 but 
does not exceed $1,75,000 

 
 
(iii)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $1,75,000 
but does not exceed 
$5,00,000 

 
(iv)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $5,00,000 
but does not exceed 
$10,00,000 

 
(v)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $10,00,000 
but does not exceed 
$20,00,000 

 
(vi)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $20,00,000 
but does not exceed 
$50,00,000 

 
(vii)where the total amount in 

 Amount of fee  
(in US dollars) 

 
$ 1,500 
 
 
 
$1,500 plus 3 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$50,000 
 
$5,250 plus 2 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$1,75,000  
 
$11,750 plus 1 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$5,00,000 
 
$16,750 plus 0.5 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$10,00,000. 
 
$21,750 plus 0.25 per cent. of 
the amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$20,00,000 
 
$29,250 plus 0.125 per cent. of 



dispute exceeds $50,00,000 the amount by which the total 
amount in dispute exceeds 
$50,00,000 with a ceiling of 
$35,000. 

 
Note:Where dispute cannot be expressed in terms of money, the 

Secretary-General shall determine the amount of 
administrative fees, in his discretion, in each case. 

 
(2) Non-refundable fee referred to in rule 26 (2) 

   (ICADR acts only as appointing authority) 
 US $ 1000 

 
II. Conciliator's fee 

referred to in rule 17(1) 
 

Amount in dispute  
(in US dollars) 

 
(i) where the total amount in 

dispute does not exceed 
$50,000 

 
(ii)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $50,000 
but does not exceed 
$1,75,000 

 
(iii)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $ 1,75,000 
but does not exceed 
$5,00,000 

 
(iv)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds $ 5,00,000 
but does not exceed 
$10,00,000 

 
(v)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds 

 Amount of fee  
for one Conciliator (in US dollars) 

 
$3,000 
 
 
 
$3,000 plus 5 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $50,000 
 
$9,250 plus 4 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $1,75,000  
 
$22,250 plus 3 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $5,00,000 
 
$37,250 plus 2 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $10,00,000 
 
 



$10,00,000 but does not 
exceed $20,00,000 

 
(vi)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds 
$20,00,000 but does not 
exceed $50,00,000 

 
(vii)where the total amount in 

dispute exceeds 
$50,00,000 

$57,250 plus 1 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $20,00,000 
 
 
$87,250 plus 0.5 per cent. of the 
amount by which the total amount 
in dispute exceeds $50,00,000 
with a ceiling of $ 1,00,000 
 

 
Note:Where the dispute cannot be expressed in terms of money, the 

conciliator shall determine the amount of fee in each case. 
 

III.  Charges for facilities  
        referred to in rule 25 (6) 

US$ 350 for one day or part thereof plus $50 Wi-fi charges for 
two hours (optional), plus $50 Documentation Camera charges 
for two hours (optional) plus $100 Stenographic service 
charges (optional). 

 
Note:Where the facilities are provided in a place other than in 

ICADR's offices, the charges will be determined in each case 
and billed separately.” 

 


